for more information:

- NEW
- www.gamelishcards.com

Reading Right games

1. ABC game
2. Reading Right Level 1
3. Reading Right Level 2
4. Reading Right Level 3
5. Reading Right Level 4
6. Reading Right Level 5

Vocabulary games

1. Food categories
2. Clothing words
3. Days of the week
4. Colours
5. Animals
6. Sport words
7. Professions

Asking Right / grammar games

1. Present Continuous
2. Present Perfect
3. Past Simple
4. Past Progressive
5. Future Simple

Parts of the body: head, hands, feet, mouth, nose, eye.

Adjectives: 
- size: big, small
- colour: red, green
- sensory: sweet, sour

Classes: 
- animals
- objects
- clothing

Types of sentences: 
- declarative
- question
- command

Perfect Continuous: 
- Have you been waiting?

Tenses: 
- Present Simple, Past Simple, Past Progressive, Future Simple

Ask how to do: 
- Tell me the time
- Ask me about you
- Tell me how to make a sandwich

Advanced reading rules:

- rule-based meanings
- silent letters: gh, igh, kn, sk
- Vowel combinations: a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e
- Vowel sounds: a, e, i, o, u
- Grammar games: time to rhyme, related adjectives
- Language games: asking right 1, asking right 2, asking right 3

Intermediate - advanced reading level

- Sentence pattern recognition
- Tense recognition
- Advanced reading rules
- Language games

Intermediate - advanced level

- Sentence pattern recognition
- Tense recognition
- Advanced reading rules
- Language games

- Past Simple: 
  - I went to the cinema
  - He went to the cinema

- Future Simple: 
  - I will go to the cinema
  - He will go to the cinema

More basic rules:

- Silent letters: gh, igh, kn, sk
- Vowel sounds: a, e, i, o, u
- Grammar games: time to rhyme, related adjectives
- Language games: asking right 1, asking right 2, asking right 3

Immediate - advanced level

- Sentence pattern recognition
- Tense recognition
- Advanced reading rules
- Language games

Immediate level

- Sentence pattern recognition
- Tense recognition
- Advanced reading rules